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COMMENDATION

Assistant United States Attorney William Shaw
Southern District of California has been commended by
Gerald Ford Presidentof the UnitedStates forhis
excellent preparation of synopsis on contemporary
national issues for the White House Conference onDomestic

and Economic Affairs held in San Diego
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COMNENDATION

Assistant United States Attorney Warren Reese
Southern District of California has been commended by
Acting Assistant Attorney General John Keeney for his
fine effort in the prosecution of United States
Arnholdt Smith and Soverign State Capitol Inc an illegal
campaign contribution case
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COMMENDATION

Assistant United States Attorney RObert Filsinger
Southern District of California has been commended by
Acting Assistant Attorney General John Keeney for his
fine effort in the prosecution of United States
Arnholdt Smith and Soverign State Capitol Inc an illegal
campaign contribution case
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COMMENDATION

Assistant United States Attorney Robert Filpi Nor
them District of Illinois has been commended by Deputy
General Counsel St John Barrett Department of Health
Education and Welfare for his excellent effort in the

preparation of Memorandum in Support of the Defendants
Motion for Summary Judgement in American Medical Association
et al Weinberger
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COMMENDATION

Assistant United States Attorney Carol Mosely Nor
them District of Illinois has been commended by Deputy

General Counsel St John Barrett Department of Health
Education and Welfare for her excellent effort in the

preparation of Memorandum in Support of the Defendants

Motion for Summary Judgement in American Medical Association

et al Weinberger
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COMNENDATION

Honorable William Burkett United States Attorney
Western District of Oklahoma and his staff have been commen
ded by Clarence Kelley Director Federal Bureau of
Investigation for their outstanding performance in the
successful prosecution of former Governor David Hall and
others in Oklahoma City for bribery and conspiracy
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POINTS TO REMEMBER

VOICEPRINTS RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Sixth Circuit Affirms the use of voiceprint evidence

at trial

The Sixth Circuit in United States Herman Franks

et al decided February 12 1975 16 Cr 2499 prose
cution for violations of the Hobbs Act and the explosives laws
has upheld the use of voiceprint evidence at trial thus con
flicting with the decision of the District of Columbia Circuit

in United States Addison 498 F.2d 741 D.C Cir 1974

In Addison the court based upon its analysis of the

conflicting expert testimony and technical papers held that
the voiceprint technique of identification had not attained

the requisite acceptance within the scientific community to

be admissible as evidence See Frye United States 293

1013 D.C Cir 1923 However the court affirmed the con
viction in light of other evidence of guilt

different approach to the voiceprint problem was
taken by the Sixth Circuit in Franks Thecourt noted the

adverse decision in Addison and the division of opinion in some
state courts but discerned trend favoring the admissibility of

voiceprints It also took into account the extensive inquiry
into the qualifications of the governments expert witness and

the failure of the defense to proffer expert testimony rebutting
the governments claim of voiceprint accuracy Relying on the
rationale of United States Stifel 433 F.2d 431 6th Cir
1970 neutron activation analysis the court held that the
trial court had not abused its wide discretion in admitting
scientific evidence and that testimony critical of voiceprints
should be directed to the weight of the evidence

Additionally recent and thorough decision by the

Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts has affirmed the use
of voiceprint evidence Commonwealth Edward Lykus decided
March 27 1975
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The Criminal Division continues to endorse the use of

voiceprint evidence in appropriate cases see United States

Attorneys Bulletin Vol 20 No March 17 1972 Further
it is requested that United States Attorneys keep the Criminal
Division apprised on continuing basis of decisions in their
districts relating to voiceprint evidence Any questions on
these matters may be directed to the General Crimes Section at

FTS 2027392745

Staff Criminal Division

DRAFTING INDICTMENTS FOR VIOLATION
OF 18 U.S.C 201g

The November 15 1970 form indictment for violation
of 18 U.S.C 201g contained in the GUIDES FOR DRAFTING
INDICTMENTS CRIMINAL DIVISION is defective and should not be
used The following form is recommended as replacement

On or about the day of

19 in the District of

John Doe being an officer and employee of
the United States Department of that
is an unlawfully and knowingly did
directly and indirectly ask demand solicit
and seek money and other things of value for
himself from Richard Roe for and because of

official acts performed by John Doe otherwise
than as provided by law for the proper discharge
of his official duties as such to wit
procuring and aiding in procuring for Richard
Roe contracts from the said Department for the
sale of said contracts being matters

pending before the said John Doe in his official

capacity

Criminal Division
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CIVIL DIVISION

Acting Assistant Attorney General Irving Jaffe

SUPREME COURT

FEDERAL JURISDICTION

SUPREME COURT HOLDS THAT THE THREAT OF CONTINUED CONFINE
MENT DOES NOT WARRANT AN INJUNCTION BY CIVILIAN COURT OF
PENDING COURT-MARTIAL

McLucas DeChamplain Sup Ct No 73-1346 decided
April 15 1975 D.J 14514904

Air Force Sergeant DeChamplain was tried and convicted by
court-martial of copying top secret documents and attempting to
deliver them to Soviet agent The Air Force Court of Military
Review reversed the conviction on the ground that certain in
culpatory statements by DeChamplain should not have been admit
ted as evidence The Air Force prepared to retry DeChamplain
but federal district court preliminarily enjoined the second
court-martial The district court ruled that Article 134
which inter alia assimilates the federal espionage statute as
one of the crimes and offenses not capital for which service
men can be tried by court-martial is unconstitutionally vague
and that restrictions imposed by the Air Force upon
DeChamplains civilian counsel Leonard Boudin regarding access
to and use of classified portions of the record of the first
court-martial denied due process The Government appealed di
rectly to the Supreme Court

In vacating the injunction the Supreme Court first held
that 28 U.S.C 1252 conferred jurisdiction over the direct
appeal The Court then held that its decisions in Parker
Levy 417 U.S 733 and Secretary of the Navy Avrech 418
U.S 676 disposed of the Article 134 claim As to the claim
of inadequate access to classified information the Court held
that DeChamplain had failed to show the type of harm necessary
to warrant interference by the civilian courts with the mili
tary judicial system The Court specifically rejected
DeChamplains claim that the threat of continued confinement
pending the military trial and appeals justified civilian
court intervention Justices Douglas Brennan and Marshall
concurred on the ground that DeChamplains due process claim
should properly be presented to the military courts

Staff Anthony Steinmeyer Civil Division
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COURT OF APPEALS

ENVIRONMENT

D.C CIRCUIT AFFIRMS EPA ADMINISTRATORS ORDER SUSPENDING
USE OF CANCER-INDUCING PESTICIDES

Environmental Defense Fund et al Train C.A.D.C No
741924 decided April 1975 D.J 1634

In August 1974 the EPA Administrator issued an order for
bidding the Shell Chemical Company from producing or selling the
pesticides Aidrin and Dieldrin chlorinated hydrocarbons similar
in chemical makeup to DDT during the pendency of then-ongoing
administrative hearing to determine whether the registrations
of the pesticides should be cancelled pursuant to the Federal
Insecticide Fungicide and Rodenticide Act After accelerated
administrative proceedings the Administrator entered final
order affirming the suspension of the registration and Shell
supported by the Department of Agriculture petitioned for re
view

The court of appeals affirmed the Administrators order
holding that the finding of the Administrator that the pesticides
cause cancer threat to man because they cause cancer in mice
was supported by substantial evidence The court further held
that the burden to show that pesticides benefits outweigh its
risks falls on the manufacturer in cases where the pesticides
registration is suspended

Staff Michael Stein Civil Division
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CRIMINAL DIVISION

Acting Assistant Attorney General John Keeney

FIFTH CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS

INTERCEPTION OF COMMUNICATIONS

18 U.S.C 2511a AUTHORIZES COMMUNICATION COMMON
CARRIERS TO INTERCEPT TELEPHONE CALLS IF THE CARRIER HAS
REASONABLE GROUNDS TO SUSPECT THAT ITS BILLING PROCEDURES ARE
BEING ILLEGALLY BYPASSED

United States Clegg 509 F.2d 605 5th Cir
1975 D.J 1657446

Defendant was convicted of thirteen counts of vio
lations of 18 U.S.C 1343 fraud by wire He appealed

alleging in part that evidence used against him had been
obtained in violation of the interception of communications

statutes

After receiving information that defendant was using
blue box device allowing the user to place long distance

calls without charge to defraud Southwestern Bell the company
placed pen register type device that detects the use of the
box on his business and residence phones After the device
detected fraudulently made long distance calls the telephone
company attached recorder to the lines to verify completion of
the calls and identify the user The recorder taped the ringing
and salutations of fifteen to twenty calls

The Court found that 18 U.S.C 25112 authorizes
the telephone company to use reasonable means to detect toll

fraud including the recording of the salutations of fraudulent
calls Moreover the section authorizes divulgence of the

interception to law enforcement officers and in conjunction
with 18 U.S.C 25173 authorizes divulgence to the Courts
The conviction was affirmed

Staff United States Attorney Edward McDonough
Jr Assistant United States Attorney Mary
Sinderson Southern District of Texas
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Wallace Johnson

COURTS OF APPEALS

ENVIRONMENT NEPA

ADEQUACY OF EIS DIVISIBILITY OF PROJECT DIS
CUSSION OF ALTERNATIVES CONTINUING RESPONSIBILITY REASON
ABLENESS OF FINAL DECISION TO PROCEED

Sierra Club Morton Shell Oil Co et al
C.A No 743092 March 27 1975 D.J 9014839

Suit to enjoin the offshore oil lease sale in

the Mississippi Florida Alabama area MAFLA for failure
of the Interior Department to prepare an adequate EIS
under NEPA and for acting in an arbitrary and capricious
manner in deciding to proceed despite the acknowledged
likelihood of environment disruption The court of
appeals affirmed the denial of injunctive relief on the

following grounds

Burden of Proof--parties challenging EIS
must establish by preponderance of the evidence that
EIS was inadequate without engaging in hindsight and
sophisticated editing On appeal party must show that
district court findings on EIS and the final decision to
proceed were clearly erroneous

Standard of Review--EIS assessed by standard
of reasonableness court must determine whether agency
acted with objective good faith The detail required
must be sufficient to permit nonparticipants to understand
impacts and to compel decisiorunakers to give serious
weight to environmental factors in making discretionary
choices Procedural requirements of NEPA are to insure
that judgments are no longer based on old values

EIS Description of Environment--While
additional information particularly on air and water
quality impacts and the nature of the Eastern Gulf eco
systems would have been helpful the studies undertaken
provided sufficient information to assess the resulting
environmental impacts

EIS Cost/Benefit Analysis Matrix Analysis-
formal cost/benefit analysis is not required by NEPA

and use of Matrix Analysis did not evince lack of good
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faith despite possibilities for more detailed approach

and the Analysis use of relative values Court compared

it to CEQ study in the Atlantic

EIS Effects of Military Activities in

Defense Warning Areas-Probability analysis of potential

hazards was prepared by Secretary of Defense for Interior

and submitted after EIS finalized but before decision

-I Given the specialized nature of the information the

unique expertise of the governmental agency involved and

the immediate need for the project to proceed this course

i. of action was not unacceptable

EIS Desirability of Projects Cooperation

With States--EIS did not substantially consider impacts

of pipelines on onshore development Interior committed

itself to prepare EIS on pipelines in the event oil is

discovered Court rejected partys contention that this

was fragmentation designed to compel acceptance of the

whole The court stated This project is an easily

the ct that tract may prove productive would not man
desirable one In this continuously controllable project

date that an unsound method of delivering that production

be utilized In this same context e.g onshore

development the court concluded that the Secretary had

sufficiently cooperated with the three affected States

and the EIS puts them on notice of the probable harm

to their shoreline and growth that would result from

the sale While not mentioned by the court this issue

was raised in the context of the Coastal Zone Management

Act as well as NEPA

EIS Discussion of Alternatives-The court

concluded that the failure of the Department to consider

federal exploration as an alternative did not render the

EIS defective since no one including the parties to

the suit suggested this alternative during the NEPA process

or at any time prior to the filing of the suit and the

harm that would result from federal exploration would be

substantially the same as the present method The court

stated An alternative which would result in similar

or greater harm need not be discussed particularly

since continuing control which leasehold restrictions

provide gives Interior right to prevent and

control ecological detriment
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___________Continuing Control Over Offshore Activities--

Throughout the opinion the court took particular note of
the continuing control Interior has through regulations
and leases to assure compliance with environmentally re
lated requirements and to propose new ones as information
becomes available citing Gulf Oil Morton 493 F.2d
141 144 C.A 1973 and Canal Authority Callaway
489 F.2d 567 577 C.A 1974

Decision to Proceed--After finding compliance
with 102 the court considered whether the decision
to proceed based upon the information in the EIS was

arbitrary capricious or an abuse of discretion but
without substituting its judgment for that of the execu
tive as decisionmaker The court concluded The
decision to proceed in this instance was not shown to be
in clear disregard of the evidence contained in the EIS
nor does it appear arbitrary capricious or an abuse of
discretion

Staff Neil Proto William Cohen and
Irwin Schroeder Land and Natural Re
sources Division

CIVIL PROCEDURE

SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE RECLAMATION HOMESTEAD LAWS

Evans Morton et al Little C.A No 74-

1075 Mar 12 1975 D.J 901231657 Not Published

Affirmed district courts summary judgment up
holding finding by Interior Board of Land Appeals based
on substantial evidence that Little was exempt from
residence cultivation and reclamation requirements of

the homestead laws because Little was the heir of
deceased entryman see 43 C.F.R 2515.6a and upon
entering into military service received an exemption
under the Soldiers and Sailors Civil Relief Act 50

U.S.C sec 510

Staff Neil Proto Land and Natural Re
sources Division
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DISTRICT COURTS

NEPA

NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION AGENCY DETERMINA
TION OF NO FEDERAL ACTION EFFECT OF FEDERAL NONCOMPLIANCE

ON LOCAL ACTION

Save the Courthouse Committee et al James

Lynn et al 74 Civ 5646 S.D N.Y D.J 90141111

Demolition of six-building complex known as

the Old Westchester County Courthouse in White Plains
New York was scheduled to proceed in December 1974 as

part of the White Plains Urban Renewal Plan The plan
was approved and loan and capital grant contract
entered into between the local urban renewal agency and
HUDs predecessor in 1965 In 1972 the parties amended
the contract in various respects not affecting the

planned demolition of the courthouse

In December 1973 the courthouse owned by the

local agency was listed by the Department of the Interior

as eligible for inclusion on the National Register of
Historic Places On December 18 1974 HUD approved the

demolition contractor selected by the Agency which
activated series of events suit was filed December 23

TRO was issued December 31 HUD initiated Special En
vironmental Clearance of the 1972 amendments and concluded

on January 16 1975 that an EIS was not required on

January 17 the courthouse was listed on the National

Register

Plaintiffs motion for preliminary injunction
was granted on March The court rejected the defense
of laches holding that the issue is not timeliness of
the suit but whether injunctive relief pending compliance
would serve the public interest The court then held
that the National Historic Preservation Act requirement
that proposed actions affecting objects on the National

Register be referred to the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation 16 U.S.C 470f was inapplicable since the

federal financial commitment had been made prior to

listing of the courthouse Sections 2Æand 2b of
Executive Order 11593 1971 were also held inapplicable
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since the courthouse was never under federal control How
ever the court held that it could be assumed from HUDs
failure to adopt procedures under Section 13 of the
Executive Order that HUD adopted the Advisory Council
regulations of 1974 36 C.F.R 800.1 requiring continuing
assessment of the effect of federal action on nonfederal
property listed as eligible for inclusion on the National
Register which assessment BUD failed to perform Finally
the court held HUD was required to give the public an
opportunity to comment prior to the threshold determina
tion that the 1972 amendments were not major federal
action under NEPA

Although all its findings were based on the
failure of HUD to meet federal obligations the court
restrained demolition by the local agency on the ground
that it was in partnership with HUD

Staff Assistant United States Attorney
Walter Mack Jr S.D N.Y
Nicholas Nadzo Land and Natural
Resources Division

ENVIRONMENT

NEPA HELD INAPPLICABLE TO REVENUE SHARING

Carolina Action William Simon et al
No C74330D M.D N.C D.J 90141073

At issue is the construction of new Durham
County judicial building and Durham City Hall with the
use of revenuesharing funds under the State and Local
Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 31 U.S.C sec 1221 Plain
tiffs seek an injunction on the ground that the Secretary
of the Treasury was obligated to file an EIS prior to
disbursement of the funds The court held that NEPA
does not apply to project in which the only federal
participation is the distribution of revenue-sharing
funds The courts order relied primarily upon
the CEQ guidelines 1500.5a 1500.6c dicta
in Velde II 497 F.2d 252 256 C.A 1974
and the no strings philosophy reflected in the
legislative history of the Act e.g Weekly Compilation
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of Presidential Documents Vol at 163 165167 172
1972 U.S Cong News at 38743876 38883889

Staff Assistant United States Attorney
Ronald Shearin M.D N.C
Nicholas Nadzo Land and Natural

Resources Division

ENVIRONMENT

NEPA STANDING PREMATURITY

Baltimore County League of Women Voters et al
Arthur Sampson et al Civil No 74-1271 D.C D.J

90141029

The League of Women Voters in its desire to

introduce lowincome housing in resistant Baltimore

County contrived suit against the Federal Government
The General Services Administration GSA proposed

new facility for the Social Security Administration in

the County and filed draft EIS Plaintiffs who con
sisted of the League two members of the League and

resident of Baltimore City alleged failure to comply
with NEPA and memorandum of understanding

whereby GSA agreed to formulate an affirmative action plan
whenever the Department of Housing and Urban Development
determines that there is inadequate low and moderate

income housing on nondiscriminatory basis to serve

proposed federal facility Plaintiffs alleged injury
from the denial of benefits that result from association

with individuals of low and moderate income and plain
tiff resident of Baltimore City alleged an inability to

seek employment in the county due to lack of housing

Defendants moved for summary judgment on the

ground that the interestsct plaintiffs were not within

the zonecf interest to be protected by the memorandum

and in any case were too remote to satisfy standing

requirements Furthermore although final EIS was

issued during the pendencycf the case the Congress had

not granted the necessary authorization for the project
and thus the case was premature The court agreed
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citing with approval Acevedo Nassau County New York
500 F.2d 1078 C.A 1974 and rejecting plaintiffs
argument that they had standing under the rationale of
Trafficante Metropolitan Life Ins 409 U.s 205
1972 wherein the Court held that loss of social and
economic benefits of living in an integrated communi.ty was
sufficient injury to maintain complaint under the Civil
Rights Act of 1968 The court distinguished Trafficante
on the ground that the plaintiffs there were tenants
alleging discrimination in the same housing unit and
that the court pointedly gave generous construction
to the threshold issue of standing under the Civil Rights
Act

Staff Nicholas Nadzo Land and Natural
Resources Division


